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INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a nondegenerate hermitian space of dimension n over the finite 
field of 42 elements, q odd. The set of nonsingular unitary transformations 
forms a group denoted by GU(n, q) = GU( V). The subgroup of unitary 
transformations of determinant 1 is denoted by SU(n, 4) = SU( V), called 
the special unitary group of V. We are interested in a characterization of 
the factor group U,(q) = PSU(n, q) = SU(n, q)/Z(SU(n, 4)) in terms of 
the centralizer of some involution similar to that of L,(q) = PSL(n, q) [13]. 
It is apparent that our method is applicable in a slightly more general situa- 
tion. More precisely, let t* be an involution of SU(V), whose fixed elements 
in V form a subspace of dimension n - 2. Let H* be a subgroup of Ccutv)(t*) 
containing CsU(v~(t*) and Z* a subgroup of Z(SU(V)). We shall prove the 
following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a jinite gvoup with an involution t and an iso- 
morphism from Co(t) on H*/Z* that maps t on t*Z*. Assume that n > 5 and 
q > 3 if n = 8. Then 02*‘(G)/0,t,(G) is isomorphic to one of the following 
groups 
0) U,(P) x U?l-,(!I); (4 U&7) x U&7); 
(iii) U,(q); (iv) aE,(72). 
As usual 0,+X) [resp. O,(X)] denotes the largest normal 2’-subgroup 
[resp. 2-subgroup] of a group X and 02’(X) [resp. 02(X)] denotes the smallest 
normal subgroup such that X/02’(X) (resp. X/OS(X)) is a 2’-group [resp. 
2-group]. O,,,(X) is the inverse image of 0,(X/O,,(X)) and Oa2’(X) = 
02’(02(X)). 2E,(p2) is the twisted analogue of the simple Chevalley group of 
type E6 over the field of q elements. 
*This work was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant 
GP 29496X1. 
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The proof of the theorem is similar to that of L,(q) [13]. The generality 
that we introduce here does not present any fundamental difficulty, thanks to a 
result of Gorenstein-Harada [lo, p. 3451. H owever the identification of a 
subgroup G, with a homomorphic image of SU(n, 4) in (iv) requires a long 
and rather complicated discussion. It can be done more easily if we use the 
result of [14]. But then we would have to exclude the case 4 = 3. Our proof 
here requires that we consider those separate cases i.e., n = 5, rz = 6 or 7, 
and n > 8, because as the dimension of V gets lower, one or more key features 
of Steinberg’s generators and relations for SC(V) disappears from the 
structure of the given centralizer. The different cases in our theorem arise 
from the fusion patterns (see Theorems A, B, C, D, E). In fact the arguments 
that give rise to (i), (“) u , and (iii) are still valid when n = 8 and 4 = 3. 
Yote that there is a mistake in the fusion arguments of [13]. As a result, 
E,(q) 4 = 3, 5,9 are absent from the theorem. The mistake may be corrected 
by imitating the arguments of Section 6. 
Our notation is standard. See for example Gorenstein’s book [9]. 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF GC(n, q) 
We shall first determine the classes of involutions in H = H*,/.P and 
their centralizers in H. Let K be a generator of the multiplicative group of 
Fqt and let Z(SC(V)) = ( c 1 where (cj is the subgroup of order (n, q + 1) I’ 
in (K) and I is the identity transformation of V. Suppose Z* = (c*I) C (cl). 
We shall now examine elements of X = GU(V) whose homomorphic 
images in S/Z* are involutions. 
Let J be an involution of X. There exists, by Maschke’s Theorem, a 
decomposition of I’ 
where c71 is the positive subspace of .t7, i.e., the set of vectors in V fixed by x, 
and U- is the negative subspace of x, i.e., the set of vectors mapped into its 
negative by x. %ote that U+ and U- are orthogonal and the restrictions of the 
hemitian form on U+ and U- are nonsingular. If x’ is another involution of 
X and F = IV+ @ W- is its decomposition of V into positive and negative 
subspaces, then x is conjugate to x’ in X if and only if dim U- = dim IV- 
because there is, up to equivalence, only one nonsingular hermitian form on 
If. Hence there is precisely one conjugacy class of involutions in X whose 
negative subspace has dimension i for each 0 < i < n. Clearly C,(x) s 
GU(I’, q) x GF(:(n - i, q) if dim P = i. 
Suppose y E .X - Z* and y2 = XIE 2”. If X is a square in (~q-l), let 
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A’ E (K’-l) such that (h’)2 = h. Then y = X’I . x, where h’l, x E X and x 
is an involution; whence C,(y) = C,(x) g GU(i, Q) x GU(n - i, 4) for 
some 0 < i < n. On the other hand, if h is a nonsquare in (~*-l), let 77 E Fq2 
such that q2 = h-l. Then the linear transformation x = qy is an involution. 
Let V = W 0 Li- be the decomposition of V into positive and negative 
subspaces of x. Then (ax, WC) = +j(ny, my) = +j(n, W) for all ZJ, w E P 
where (,) is the hermitian form on V and +j = TQ, the image of 7 under the 
unique involuntary automorphism of Fp2 over F, . Since 7’ E (KG-I), it 
follows that +j = -1; whence L/‘: and LT- are totally isotropic subspaces. 
Since (,) is nonsingular, they are maximal such that dim Li- = dim Lr-. Kate 
that y restricted to UT [resp. U-1 is a scalar multiplication by 7-l [resp. 
--q-i]. As the hermitian form sets up a duality between U- and c’-, it 
follows C,(y) s GL(n/2, $). Now let y’ be an element of X such that 
(~‘)a = h1+2iI and h is a nonsquare in (K”-l:;. As y’Z* contains an element 
whose square is /v, we may suppose i = 0. As before, we obtain a decomposi- 
tion of V, V = W @ W- where W- and IV are positive and negative 
subspaces of qy’ and W, W- are maximal totally isotropic subspaces. By 
Witt’s Theorem, we have an element g E S5( k’) such that g-‘yg = y’. 
Note that the above considerations hold for all n. We shall use these for 
the determination of the structure of H*jZ”. Unfortunately, we need to 
introduce a large number of notations. 
Let P’ = V- @ V+ be the decomposition of V by t* into its negative and 
positive subspaces; whence dim V- = 2 and dim V+ = 71 - 2. We remark 
again that V- is orthogonal to I/‘- and the hermitian form on V when restricted 
to V- and I/T’- are nonsingular. We choose bases {ni , n2>, {ca , z; ,..., e,} of 
V- and V+, respectively, such that the matrix of the hermitian form relative 
to {VI ) v* ,..., v,} is the identity. 
Let, T, R, N be the sets (1, 2}, {3,4 ,..., n}, and { 1, 2 ,..., n>, respectively. 
For 4 + A _C N, let V, be the subspace spanned by ni , i E A; t, be the image 
in X = X,/Z* (X = GU( V)) of the involution ta * such that V, , l.,-, are 
its negative and positive subspaces; L, be the image in X of the subgroup of 
SE(V) that leaves V, invariant and fixes V+, pointwise. For convenience, 
let td , Lb denote the identity element and identity subgroup, respectively. If 
A = {i,j ,... >, we also denote t, by tij... and L, by Lij... . 
Kext we introduce notation for specific elements of X that will play a role 
in this work. If i E N, let hi denote the image in X of the element hi* of X 
which maps zii on K*-$ and leaves all other nj fixed. We also denote h,h$i 
by h+r . Furthermore, if the 2-part c2* of c* where (c*I) = Z* is not 1 
and is a square in (K*-lI), let z be the image in X of some homothety whose 
square is c2*I. If c2* is a nonsquare in (K’J-‘I), let u be the image in X of 
some element of X whose square is c,*I. We observe the existence of z, u 
depends on F,e , n, and Z* and is mutually exclusive. 
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If A, B are subsets of N, we have 
2. L,ELsifandonlyif/AI=/BI. 
3. ACB-tL, CLB. 
4. (LA,LB)=LA XL, if AnB=+. 
5. (LA,LB)gSSU(\AuB!,q) if -4nB#f. 
These relations will be used without reference later. 
It is now obvious that H = H*/Z* = LTLR(h,, h,) where (h,) = 
(h,) n H. For brevity we also denote L, , L, by L, M, respectively. We say 
that H is of odd type [resp. even type] if I Z* ! is odd [resp. even]. Clearly 
if n is odd, H is necessarily of odd type. 
The following results follow easily from previous discussion and the fact 
that two involutions of H conjugate in H are already conjugate in LM. 
LEMMA 1 .I. Let A c N. Then the following hold: 
(i) ta E H zf ( A i is even or ;f O(h,) is even; 
ii 
holds.! ‘) 
zt,eH if ;q$l j2 > 1 Z* ip > 1 and if one if the following 
(4 z E LM(h,,) and ; A / is even; 
(b) z $ LM(h,,) and ’ A I is odd; 
(c) 0( h,) is even; 
(iii) u E H if 1 q + 1 Iz = 1 Z* I2 and either (-cz*)nlz = 1 OY 
(-c~*)~/? = -1 and O(h,) is even. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) An involution of H is conjugate in H to one of the following 
three types: t, , zta , u for some A C N. 
(ii) Two involutions of H of diferent types are not conjugate in H. 
(iii) If H is of odd type and A, B C N, t, .wH te if and only if 
jAnTI=IBnTIandiAI=iBI. 
(iv) If H is of even type and A, B C N, t, wH tB [resp. zt, wH zt,] if and 
only$either IAnTi =iBnT!; ;A; =IBJ OY 
i A n T I = ‘(X - B) n T I ; !AJ=‘N-B\. 
From now on, G will denote a finite group with an involution t and an 
isomorphism from C(t) onto H that maps t on t*Z* and we shall suppose 
n 3 5. Thus we may identify C(t) with H and t with t*Z*. 
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The next result is easily verified. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A C N and let C, debote the last member of the derived 
series of C(t, tA) = C(t, ztA) when q > 3 and denote Oa(C(t, t,)) = O*(C(t, St,)) 
when q = 3. Let A n R = X and X’ = R - X. Then 
(i) CA=LLxLxFifIAnTj=Oor2. 
(ii) CA =L,L,,ifI An T/ = 1. 
Note that one of L, , Lx* may be the identity subgroup. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Ca(t, u) be the last member of the derived series of C(t, u). 
Then C”(t, u) E SL(n - 2/2, q2) and Z(C=(t, u)) = (t), when n - 2/2 is 
even. 
Proof. Using our earlier notation, we see that an inverse image of II in 
H* has the form u1u2 where u1 j Vr E Gu( Vr), up IyR E GU( V,) and 
u1 IvR and u2 Iv, are identity mappings. Also ur2 and uz2 are scalar multi- 
plication by cs* on I’, , V, , respectively. Let C* be the inverse image of 
C(t, u) in H*. Since C*/CH,(ulu,) is isomorphic to a subgroup of aut((u,u,)), 
it follows (C*)’ C CH,(u,u,). 
From previous considerations, we know that CH*(uluz) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(I, q2) x GL(n - 2/2, q2) containing SL(n - 2/2, q2). The 
assertions follow immediately as H is of even type and so t = t3,4,...,n . 
2. NONFUSION 0~ INVOLUTIONS 
The analysis of the fusion of involutions in H separates itself naturally into 
several cases. In this section we are interested in results that are applicable 
for all these cases. The main tool is a result of Wang [16], which we state 
below. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a group with subgroups XI , X, ,..., X,,, such 
that Xi s SU(n, , q), ni 3 2 and [Xi, Xj] = 1 if i # j. Then Xi is uniquely 
determined by these conditions. 
COROLLARY. If Y = Yl ,..., Y, with Yi satisfying the conditions of (2.1) 
and 0 is an isomorphism from X on Y. Then m = p and 0 maps Xi on Yj in 
some order. In particular if X = Y, 0 permutes the Xi’s. 
LEMMA 2.2. u + t, when n - 2/2 is even. 
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Proof. Suppose u ~c t. Then there exists an inner automorphism 0 of 
G mapping u on t and C(t, U) into H. By (1.2), we may assume t@ = t, or u 
for some A _C N. By inspecting the composition factors and by (2.1), it 
follows that to = ta is impossible. The other case implies that (Cm(t, u))” = 
C”(t, u); whence te = t by (1.4) giving rise to a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.3. t + ztA ;f 1 A n T 1 = 0 or 2 or if 1 A ! is odd. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there is an inner automorphism 0 of 
G mapping xt, on t and C(t, zt,) into H. In view of (1.2), we may suppose 
te = t, , or ts = zt, for some B c N. In any case, vve have (C,)e = C, . Let 
X = A n R, X’ = R - X, Y = Bn R, Y’ = R - Y. We note that 
2 + 1 x 1 T I X’ / = 2 + I Y I f ! Y’ I = n; n is necessarily even and H 
is of even type. 
Suppose ; A n T j = 0 (mod 2) and 1 A i is even. Then C, = LL,Ly 
and X i , : X’ I are both even. If C, = LL,L,* , it follows from (2.1) (t,# = t 
or (tX,)e = t, contradicting (zt,$’ = t. If C, = L,L,, , then by (2.1) either 
/ Y I or I Y’ ! is 2 and again (2.1) is contradicted. 
Next suppose 4 n T : = 0 (mod 2) and I A ’ is odd. Then C, = LL,Ly 
with I X I , 1 X’ I both odd. If C, = LLyLy, , it follows from (2.1) and the 
fact n is even that I Y j and 1 Y’ are both odd. Again (2.1) implies that te = t, 
a contradiction. If C, = L,L,, , then (2.1) is violated. 
Finally suppose I A n T = 1 and I A I is odd. Then C, = L,L,, with 
I X : , I X’ ; both even. If C, = LL,L,, , then one of I X ! , I X’ 1 is 2. It follows 
(2.1) does not hold. If C, = LyLy, , Y : , j Y’ ; are both even because of the 
isomorphism of C, and C, and so we have (txtx,)” = tyty, , i.e., te = t. The 
proof is now complete. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A c 1Y such that A n T ! = 0 or 2 and I A I # 2. We 
have 
(i) ;f H is of odd type, then ta & t; 
(ii) if H is of even type and i :V - A i f 2, then t, +G t. 
PYOOf. Assume that t, - t. Then there exists an inner automorphism 0 
of G mapping t, on t and C(t, t,J into H. We may suppose te = te or ts = ztB . 
Let X = A n R, x’ = R - X, Y = B n R, Y’ = R - Y. As before 
we rule out the case (B n T) = 1 by (2.1); whence C, = LL,L,, and 
c, = LL*Ly, . Since 8 is induced by element not in H, either (tX)e = t or 
(tx,)@ = t. If H is of odd type, then I X I = 1 A ! = 2 or ! X’ 1 = I A 1 = 2, 
a contradiction to our assumption I A I # 2. If H is of even type, then 
one of the following holds, 1 X ( = ) A i = 2; ! X ( = 1 iV - A i = 2, 
I X’ I = : A / = 2 or 1 X’ I = I N - ,4 I = 2. Again this contradicts our 
assumption. 
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3. GROUPS OF TYPES A AND B 
We consider first the following assumption: 
(A) t is not conjugate to another involution of H. 
3.1. THEOREM A. Let G haze the additional property (A). Then 
G = HO(G). In particular, G satisfies conclusion (i) of the main theorem. 
Proof. This follows directly from Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [8]. 
The next type of groups arise naturally when one analyzes the fusion of 
involution in H further. We shall suppose for the rest of this section that the 
following assumption holds for G. 
(B) t is conjugate to another involution of H but not conjugate to other 
involutions in 171. 
LEiUMA3.2. Let -46X such that IAnT’=l, :A <n---2 and 
A n R f 4. Then t, + t and ztA + t. 
Pyoof. Let ZI be an involution of H such that vt +H n, ~1 # t. From (1.2), 
w is conjugate to t, or ztB for some B C N with B n T 1 = 0 or 2; whence by 
(2.3) (2.4) and (B), t is not conjugate to such involution. 
Suppose tA N t. By (1.2) ttA mH t, . From above, t hcctt,) tA . It follows 
that there exists x in C(tt,) such that t,” = t and x2 E H. Hence x induces an 
automorphism of C, . Let i E A - T and j E N - A v T. We have 
t, “H A il t t . Suppose tii +J~(~,) tAtjj . Then by suitably replacing x with an 
element in Hx, we may suppose from the first paragraph that W” = tij where 
w = t, or zt, for some B such that 1 B n T j = 0 on 2. Since tw +c t, , by 
(2.3), (2.4), and (B), it follows (~zL)” = tAtjj +c t, , a contradiction to the 
structure of H; whence we must have tij bCct,) t,tjj . Therefore, 
b -&A) tAtii -H tA N t, a contradiction to (B). 
An identical proof shows that zt, +c t. 
L~~v1.4 3.3. The involution t is conjugate to one of the following: tl; 
t,4 ; zt,; Zt,-{,) * 
Proof. From (3.2), (2.3), (2.4), and assumption (B), it suffices to prove 
that t + u. Assume the contrary.Then the four-group (t,, , u) contains two 
involutions conjugate to t and one not conjugate to t. On the other hand, we 
check that the four-group (t; a)where o is an involution in H different from t 
has either all of its involutions conjugate to t or only one conjugate to t. This 
completes the proof. 
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The next two lemmas show that (B) imposes further restriction on the 
structure of H. 
LEMMA 3.4. His of odd type. 
Proof. If H is of even type, then n is necessarily even and in this case 
t, = t,-, . So either t, or zt, fuses with t in G. 
Suppose tr N t. Then there exists an inner automorphism 0 mapping tr 
on t and C(t, tr) into H. From (2.1) we get that 8 fixes Carl = M. It follows 
(tJe = t, = t, a contradiction. Similarly zt, +, t if H is of even type. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let n be even. Then O(h,), = (q + 1)2. 
Proof. First we note that t, E H only of O&)-is even. Let x E G such that 
tz = t, or t,(r) and x2 E H. [Such an element exists as in (3.2)]. Then x 
normalizes AI and acts on C(t, Q/M or C(t, t,(,j)/M. In particular, 
h:2 E h,,~h~2h&rV, i, j k are integers. The result follows as [h, , h:,h[sM] = 1 
and t, $ (J1r2 , h,, , M). 
The following result due essentially to Gorenstein-Harada [lo, p. 3451 is 
needed in several places. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose a group X has a Sylow 2-subgroup that is a splitting 
extension of a subgroup S by a cyclic subgroup (h). Assume that the involution of 
(h) is not conjugate in X to any element of S. Then X contains a normal sub- 
group Y such that X = Y(h) and Y n (h) = 1. 
Proof. If 02(X) n S(h) C S, then the assertions are clear. Suppose 
02(X) n S(h) = S(hi) and (hi) # 1. Clearly hi is not conjugate to an 
element in S<hBi) by our assumption and also obviously (hi)2j is not con- 
jugate to an element S(hi) - S(h2i); whence by [lo, p. 3451, O*(X) has a 
subgroup of index 2; which is not possible. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.7. C(&l) contains a subgroup K such that C(M) = K(h,) and 
02’(K)!‘O(K) E Us(q). 
Proof. Let B = 11: - {I} and suppose tB - t. Let h = h;‘“-2’h,h, ,..., h, 
if n is odd and h = h,h,(‘+“h,h, ,..., h, if n is even. Note that h E C(M) and 
contains the involution ts [see (3.5)]. 
Now C,(M) = (L, h, h,). We verify that a Sylow 2-subgroup S of (L, h) 
is either quasidihedral or wreathed. Let (A) be the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
(h;‘h). Note that Q,(R) C (t,v) and S(h) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(M). 
Let x be an element of G such that (te)” = t and 3c2 E H. By (2.1), x normal- 
izes M. In particular (L, h)” C C(M). It follows then all involutions of S 
are conjugate in C(M) as L E SL(2,q). 
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As Z(S(@) n (S(h))’ contains only one involution, i.e., f, we conclude 
that S(h”) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(M). Since t, +o t by (2.4), (3.6) implies 
that C(M) contains a normal subgroup K such that C(M) = K(h) and 
Kn(h)=l.B ecause all involutions of 5’ are conjugate in C(M), hence in 
K, Proposition 1.1.1 and 1.12 of [l] h s ow that K is a QD-group of character- 
istic power q. The results follow from Proposition 1.2.2 of [l] and the Main 
Theorems of [l, 21 together with the fact that (h,) K = (h> K. 
An identical proof shows that the conclusions still hold if t, - t. 
3.8. THEOREM B. Suppose the group G satisfies condition (B). Then 
G = MC(M) (h.&. In particular, G satisfzes (ii) of the Main Theorem. 
Proof. Assume that t,,-(,~ N t. Let G,, = MC(M) (h&. Using the nota- 
tion of (3.7) a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G, has the form TS(h, h*), where T, 
S, (6, <A*) are Sylow 2-subgroups of M, K, (h), and (h&, respectively. 
We claim that every conjugate ‘L’ of t in P is contained in S. We already have 
that if v E TS, then v E S by (2.4) an d assumption (B). If ‘L’ E P - TS. We 
observe that v E G,, - KM and is conjugate in H C G, to some t, where i A 1 
is odd if n is odd and when n is even, 1 A ! is odd [resp. even, odd] according as 
1 A n T 1 = 0 [resp. 1, 21; whence v +o t by (2.4), (3.2), and (B). This 
proves our claim. 
Next we claim that t, -G tB implies that t, -G0 te . Let C be a conjugacy 
class of t, in G. Suppose tX is an extremal involution in C n P, i.e., C,(t,)l 
is maximal. Then there is an x E G such that (tA)+ = tx and C,(tA)z C C,(t,) 
(see [ll, p. 3441). Note that t E C,(t,); whence t” E C,(t). Therefore t” E S 
by previous paragraph. It follows that there exists g E K such that t”3 = t, 
i.e., xgEHcG,,. So tawc,tX. The claim is now proven as we can 
similarly show that te -co t, . 
We shall now show that C(tt,) C G, for all A C R. Suppose there exists 
x E C(tt,) such that tz E S and tz # t. We can choose a suitable element 
g E KC G, such that t5” = t. Therefore (ttJrg = (ttA)g, i.e., (tA)lg = ttgta . 
Since t” # t, ttg # 1, and ttg E S, this is impossible as ta 3LG0 ttgt, . There- 
fore, we have shown that t is not conjugate to another involution of C,(tt,); 
whence by Glauberman’s Z*-theorem, C(tt,) = C(t, tt,) O(C(tt,)). Now 
(t, tB) acts on O(C(tt,)) and we have C(r) C G, for all r E (t, ts> - 1. 
Therefore, O(C(tt,)) C G, by Brauer-Wielandt’s result. 
Let x E G. Clearly t 7L.c (ta)” = y where A C R. Hence there exists an 
involution v such that t, t, E C(v) and either tv N t and yv -y or tv N y 
and yv - t. Replacing x with a suitable element in Hx and in view of our 
second claim, and the conjugacy conditions, we may suppose that v = t, or 
v = tta . In either case, (tA)5 E AT. If follows that x normalizes M because 
M/Z(M) is simple and ta 4 Z(M); whence x normalizes C(M). Therefore 
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there exists g E K such that t”g = t and so x E G,, . The last assertion is clear 
since KM n G and (ho , h,,) KM = G. 
An identical proof holds when t, wC t. 
4. GROUPS OF TYPE C 
In view of Theorems A and B, we shall assume that t is conjugate to 
another involution in 112. By (2.4), the involutions of dl that can fuse with t 
are those in the conjugacy class of t.A when r-l C R and A 1 = 2. 
We introduce one further notation: Let w be an involution in the conjugacy 
class oft. Denote the unique normal subgroup of C(o) isomorphic to SL(2,q) 
by L(w). In particular, we have L(t) = L. If i, i E R, it easily follows from (2.1) 
that L(tij) = Lij . Also if ~a = (Q and z’i N t, then L(Q) = L(c,)B. The 
following simple result will be used repeatedly later. 
LEiU.\W 4.1. Let VI , Z2 , rug be distinct pairwise commuting conjugates of t 
such that z’~, w3 E C(L)‘. Then [L(zjJ, L(v&] = 1 or (Lb*), L(w3)) z 
SU(3, q). If we exclude the case n = 6 and H is of eoen type, the respective 
cases occur according as v~z’~ + t or vpvQ N t. 
Proof. FVe may suppose z’i = t. Then L(t) = L and C(L)’ = iU. The 
result follows from the structure of M. 
LEMMA 4.2. Among the conjugacy classes of inaolution of H with representa- 
trues t, , zt, where 1 A n T 1 = 1, exactb one class with representative ither 
ta* or zt,, is fused with that of t where A* and n satisfy one of the following 
(i) n=5, .4*1-l; 
(ii) n = 5 or 8, ; A* 1 = 4; 
(iii) i ,4* 1 = 2; 
(iv) 1 d* = n - 2. 
Proof. First we show that at least one of the involutions t, , zt, is 
conjugate to t in G. Let x E G such that (tnpl,Jz = t and x2 E H. Thus 
x normalizes C~n-l,n~ = LL, ,.,.,,,- BLn--l,n , and interchanges L, L,-l,, by 
conjugation. Since L1.n g Ck-2.e17 L1.n Y th L = (b-l,,)" e 
c((L-P,n-l)x, tn-I,?2 I t), it follows from the structure of H and (2.2) that 
(tn-2.n-l)2 = t, or zt, for some A with 1 A n T ! = 1. 
Let (tn-2,n-1)s = z’. As (v;, t) = (tn-2,n-l, tn-l,n)2, it follows the exists 
_v E C(ot) such that 7~ = t and tY = c; whence y normalices L,L,, = C, 
where X = A n R and X’ = R - X. ThereforeL(v) = Ly c C(L,) n C(L,*) 
and U = (L, L(o)) = (Ln-B.n-l,njx g SU(3, q). 
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If X’ = (b, then C(L,,,,) I L;L, ,..., ,,+; whence it involves Us(q) x U,+,(q), 
which is impossible unless n = 5. This gives rise to (ii). If 1 X’ 1 = 1, then 
(iv) holds. We may now assume 1 X’ ( >, 2 and {n - 1, n) c x’. Then 
q&2-1.R) 2 ~‘LXLY-b-l*,} and SO it involves us(q) x U/r,(q) X I/‘l,*l-a(q). 
Since SU,&) does not involve such a group as 3 + ( X 1 + 1 x’ j - 2 = 
n-lunlesseither~X~~1or~X’I-2~lorif~X~=O,~X’~-2~l 
(i.e., n - 4 < 1). This gives rise to the possibilities I X I = 1, n - 4, n - 5, 
and n = 5. To finish the lemma, we need to rule out the possibilities 
:Xi =n--432 and 1x1 =n-522 with nf8. Assume Xi32 
and let i + j E X. Then C(L,,) 1 UL,-(,,jjLx,; whence it involves 
Us(q) x U,,,-,(q) x U~,,i(q). This requires 1 X - 2 < 1 since X’ ] 3 2, 
i.e., n = 6 or 7. The first case is impossible since it requires C(L,,) to involve 
Us(q) x U,(q) as I X’ I = 2. Th e o th er case is also not possible since it would 
imply that C(L,+,,,) involves L?‘,(q) x Us(q) as X’ I = 3. 
Before completing the proof of (4.2), we can prove the following useful 
result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let vl , v2 be distinct commuting involutions in the conjugaq 
class of t. Then [L(q), L(v.J] = 1 if vlv2 is not conjugate to t in G. 
Proof. We may suppose z’i = t. By (2.3), (2.4), (C) and what we have 
proven in (4.2), we can further assume that ~.‘a = tA or zt, . Where iz _C R 
and ) A ] = 2 or 1 A n T j = 1 and one of (i)-(iv) of (4.2) holds. If A CR 
and I A I = 2, we have [L(q), L(v,)] = 1 with z~ir+  t if n # 6 by (2.4) and 
the structure of H. 
We return now to the proof of (4.2), and show that precisely only one of the 
possible fusions can occur. First we exclude the case n = 6 and H of even 
type. We can suppose v = tA or ztA where i A n T I = 1 and v - t. Set 
X = A n R and x’ = R - X. Let ts be an involution of L, or Lx, . It 
follows then (vt,)” = ttBY and so by (2.4), vte 7L.c t since tey E L,L,, . There- 
fore tAl and tas or ztAl and ztAz cannot both be conjugate to t when 
1 A, n T I = i A, n T I = 1 and 1 A, I - I A, 1 divisible by 2. 
Next suppose t, and zt, are both conjugate to t where A n T = 
B n T + T. Then by (2.3) and (4.2), [L(tA), L(ztJ] = 1 and by the first 
part of the proof, (L(tA , L) g SLi(3, q) s (L, L(ztg)). There always exist 
a’, j E R such that t,tij +, t; zt,tij +G t, i.e., by (4.2), [Lii, L(tA)] = 1 = 
[Lij , L(ZtB)]. SO (L(t,J, L, L(Ztg)) C C(L,,)‘. Since C(L,,)’ g SU(n - 2,q) it 
follows (L(tJ, L, L(atB)) s SU(4, 4) and ta ‘vH zte , a contradiction. 
Suppose n = 6 and H of even type, Suppose t, and ztB are conjugate to t 
in G where A n T = B n T # T. By (2.3) the fourgroup <ta , xtg) has 
two involutions conjugate to t in G. On the other hand, the fourgroup of the 
form (t, W) either has all its involutions conjugate to t or has exactly two not 
conjugate to t. 
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It remains to consider the case n = 5. We have already seen that t, and te 
cannot both be conjugate to t where 1 A n T 1 = i B n T 1 = 1 and either 
1 A 1 = 1 and I B 1 = 3 or 1 A j = 2 and I B I = 4. Therefore we need to rule 
out t, - t - t, in the following cases: (i) 1 A I = 1, I B i = 2; (ii) I A 1 = 1, 
1 B 1 =4; (iii) I A 1 =2 and I B I = 3; and (iv) I A I = 3 and ; B I =4. 
Suppose t, - t - t,, . As before we show that t, +c t,, and t,, +J~ t,,, . 
Therefore [L(t,),L,,] = I = [J?&, ,L(t&]. Also [L(t,),L(t,)] = 1 as tl,, +o t 
by (2.4). Therefore C(L,,) 2L(t,) x L(t& a contradiction. The other cases 
can be ruled out similarly. This completes the proof. 
For the rest of this section, we shall suppose that the finite group G satisfies 
the following condition. 
(C) z = 5, t is conjugate to an involution of M and either t - t, or 
t ‘v t,,s . 
Notation. In view of (4.2), we shall denote the involution in {tl , t,,,& 
conjugate to t by ZL’. 
(4.4). THEOREM C. Suppose (C) holds for the group G. Then G contains a 
subgroup G, of index 2 satisfying the conclusion of Theorem B. 
Proof. Let X, y be elements of G defined in (4.2). Thus t” = t,,; t& = w, 
x2 E H, y interchanges t and w by conjugation. Hence L(w) = L& = L’; 
(L, L(w)) = (L,, , L.&z = W g SU(3, q) and Mz C C(M). Since h, , 
h,, E C(w), (h, , h,,) normalizes L(w) and so M.%‘“(h,, , h,) is a group. Since 
(h,, , h,,Y c C(t, &,)a = C(t, tJ5) C MW(h, , h,,). 
It follows Go = ik’M”(h,, , ho) 1s a subgroup of index 2 in G = G,(x),. 
From the structure of H and (4.2), we conclude that two conjugates of t in 
G, are already conjugate in G and C(o) C G for all conjugates w of t in GO . 
We claim that C = C(t,,,,) C G. Let g E C. Since t +c (t&g, it follows there 
is an involution c E (t(Qj such that t, (t&g E C(V) and either wt N t and 
a(t,,)g - (t%)g or wt - (t&g and w(t,,)g - t. Since ZJ E C(t, tl&, we may 
suppose v = t, for some A c N. A case by case analysis reveals that for all 
A + (1, 2,4, 5) either t,t +o t or t, - t. The first case contradicts the above 
conjugacy condition and in the later case we have (ts3)g t, E GO as C(t,) c G, . 
If t, = tl,,5 , then tta .wc t and thus tA(t,,)g -C (t&g, i.e., (t1,35)g - (t&g, a 
contradiction to (2.4). From the fact (t,,)” E GO, we easily get that g E G 
by the first paragraph of the proof. 
We want to show that if (t,,,$ E G,, where g E G, then t,,,, and (tl,,5)g are 
already conjugate in G. Since we may assume O(h,) is odd, this is clear since 
G has exactly two classes of involutions with representative t and t,,,, that do 
not fuse in G. Hence there exist g, E G such that gg, E C(t,,,J and SO g E G. 
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Let g E G. Since t +c (tl&g, there exists an involution v E (t(ti&g) with 
(t&g, t E C(o) satisfying similar conjugacy conditions as before. We may 
suppose z’ = ta for some A C N. Again a case by case analysis using the 
assertions of the previous paragraph shows that either the conjugacy condi- 
tions are violated or tA w t or ta N t1245 . In any case, we obtained, (tl.&g E G. 
We claim that (t1,4,)g E GO . Because if (t1245)u E G - GO then Cc(&J would 
contain a subgroup isomorphic to SLi(3, q), a contradiction to the structure of 
C(t,,,,). Thus by previous paragraph, G = G. 
5. GROUPS OF TYPE D 
In this section we assume that G satisfies the following condition: 
(D) t is conjugate to another involution of M, and t - w where 
2(' E{t*,; t,,,...,,; %3; %,*....nI. 
From (4.2), we know that w is a representative of the only class of involu- 
tions of H among those with representatives t, or zt, with 1 A n T 1 = 1 
that fuses with that of t in G. 
Before commencing on the construction of ‘a subgroup GO involving 
u&), we introduce the following notation. The unique normal subgroup in 
C(w) isomorphic to SL(2, Q), i.e., L(m) will be denoted by L,, . Hence 
Z(L,,) = (w). Let x be the element of G defined in (4.2). Thus x interchanges 
c L1.n and (tn--P,n-l)5 = w. It follows that x E N(E) where E = (t, w, t,, , 
t 45 ,...> t +iJ. This is clear for 5 < n < 7 and when n > 8, x normalizes 
L 4.....n-3 and by the property of SU(m, q), we may assume x leaves invariant 
the group (t,, , t,, ,... , tn-2.n-l). Also x normalizes C(E) = (h, , &,I 1 1 < 
i < n - 1). As h,, will not come into consideration again, we may label the 
element (hn--2,n--l)l by &.. and as (h,-&” = (L,-l,, n C)E))” CL, we 
shall relabel the elements in (h,,) so that (h,-i,JZ = h;.. Note that 
(himi+i I 1 < i < n - 1) is abelian for 3 < i < n - 1. Let si E Lisi+I such 
that si inverts /Z~,~+~ . From the structure of H, we have the following rela- 
tions: 
Silhi i+& = (hi &1)-l 3<i<n-1 
Si’hi-l,iSi = hi-,,ihi,i+, , 4<i<n- 1 
(*) 
Si’hi+l.i+zSi = hc,i+lhi+l,i-, 3<i<n-2 
[Si,hj,j,J = 1 if j+i- l,i,i+ 1. 
Let si = (s,+~)~ and sp = (sn-.Jz. Unless otherwise specified we shall now 
assume that n = 5. 
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LFMMA 5.1. Let E = (t, w, t,, , tjj, \. Then N(E) = (si / 1 < i < 4) C(E) 
and N(E)jC(E) is isomorphic to the symmetric group on jive letters. Furthermore 
the relations (*) above hold for all possible i. 
Proof. Since the element x: of G defined in (4.2) belongs to N(E), 
K = (si j 1 < i < 4) C(E) CM(E). It is easy to compute that 
$2 = 1 = (SiSi+$ 
[si , sj] E 1 if i + i - 1, i f 1 
mod C(E). It follows that K/C(E) e S, , the symmetric group on five letters. 
On the other hand, there are precisely five involutions in E conjugate to t,,,, 
in G and they generate E; whence N(E)/C(E) acts faithfully on these involu- 
tions. It follows K = N(E). 
The actions of si on hf,jT1 may be computed from (*), the structure of H, 
or the fact (h,, , h,, , s, , Q2 = (h;:, h;;, s2 , s&; except the two cases 
s;‘h,s, and si’h,,s, . Since s;‘h,,s, = (s;‘h&)z, it suffices to compute 
s;‘h,,s, . First we check that with g = s4s3sa , we have g-4,g = s,; g-ls3g = So 
and g-lh,,g = hdj using the relations we know already. Next let 
-1 -1 -1-l 
v = s4 s2 s3 s, s1s&&s*s4 . We see that v interchanges t, t,,; w and t,, . There 
we use the fact that (L,, , L,,) E SE(3, a) and (L,, , h,,) E GU(2, q) E 
{h,, , L,,) by (4.3), whence ws3 = wt,, = (t34)ss. Hence v = x (mod C(E)). 
As g-%+h&g = g-lh,,g and since vg = s4s3snsss4s1ss (mod C(E)), it follows 
g-lhz3g = h,, . Therefore, g-%,‘h,,s,g = s;‘h,,s, = h,h,, and so si’h,,s, = 
h,,h,, and we are done. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that the 2-part of O(h,) = a # 1. Let h* = 
h,,(h,3h3h,h,)Q+1/u and denote the Sylow 2-subgroup of (h”) by (h). Then 
G = 02(G) (h) and 02(G) n {h) = 1. 
Proof. Note that (h) contains the unique involution t,. Since 
WLi,i,l) = L,.i+1 > we see that 02(G) > (Lisiil , &, 1 1 < i < 4) where h,, 
is the 2’-complement of (h,). 
Let v = s-~-~-~s-~s s s s s 4 2 3 2 142324' Then v interchanges t; t45 and W; t, . More- 
over z2 = t 13?45 . Let Tl be a Sylow 2-subgroup of (L,, , h,,) g GU(2, q) 
containing that of (h,, , h,,). Let T2 = T,“. T, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
(L,, , h& containing that of (h4j, h,,). Thus TIT, = Tl x T2 [by (4.3)] 
and TIT2 is a subgroup of index 2 in T = TIT,(v). It follows from a straight- 
forward computation that vT,T, - TIT2 has one class of involutions with 
representative vt45 = s;1s~1s;‘s;1sls4wtt3as2s3sg4 and is therefore conjugate in 
02(G) either to t or tlea5 since s,s,wtt, mH w or wt4j . 
Iiow v-lhv and h are both 2-elements. 
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As h E C(E) where E = (t, w, ts3, t&, h normalizes ,&+r and hence 
h-4& E si(hi i+r). It follows klv-%v is a 2-element in (hi,+i / 1 G i G 4) 
and so by our choice of T, h normalizes T. Clearly (h) n vT,T, = 4 as h 
centralizes t whereas elements in vT,T, does not. Therefore (h) n T = 1. 
We claim that (h) T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume the contrary. Then 
there is 2-elements g 6 T(h) normalizing T(h). Clearly (t) c ((h) T)’ C 
Tl x Tz and : T(h): Cr&t)j = 2, it follows tQ = t or tdj since .Z(T,T,) = 
(4 t,,) and t1245 E Z(T(h)). Therefore tg = t or tg” = t. This is a contra- 
diction since T(h) already contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
-A comparison of / C,,,,(t,)j for -4 C X and A 1 + 4 shows that t,v is an 
extremal involution of T(h) in the conjugacy class oft, since we can rule out 
t, ,- t1‘245 by Burnside’s Theorem if t, E Z(T(hj); as (T(h))’ C Tl >( T, . 
We claim now t,v +c t, for all 4 c N, A # M. Suppose the contrary, 
then as t, is extremal, there is an element g such that (t,# = tN and 
(C(t,) n T(hj)g C C(t() n T(h). As t E C(t,) n T(h>, tg E T(h). Again we 
get g or vg E H, which is a contradiction. The assertions now follow from 
(3.6). 
In view of above result, we shall now assume that for n = 5, O(h,) is odd 
and 02(G) = G, i.e., G does not have a subgroup of index 2. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let J = (h;~h;~h,,h,,). Then C(J) contains a normal sub- 
group Kg SU(4, q) such that C(J) = KJ(h, , h,,). 
Proof. Let g = sasasps4 and v = g-%,s,g. Using relations (*) of (5.1) we 
compute that g, ZJ E C(J) and v interchanges t and t,, by conjugation and 
z:a = f,,,j . From the structure of H, L,j 6 C(J) and so does L = L& . Also 
we have (L, h,,h& z GU(2, q) s (L,, , h,,h,) and v inverts h,,h,, . It 
follows that C = (LL,(h,,h,)) (v> is a group and we easily compute that 
an involution of LL,,(h,,h,,) - LL,, is conjugate in C to wtS4 and 
C - LL4j(hesh,4) has two classes of involutions in C with representatives ct 
and vth,,h,, . Again from (*) of (5.1) at = ge1(s1s4t) (wtS4) g -c(J) wt,, . 
Since g-l&g = h,,h,, , all noncentral involutions in C are conjugate in C 
to t; whence ts4 is not conjugate in C(J) to an involution of C; otherwise we 
would get t,,t,,,, .w tt 1245 = t,, a contradiction to (2.4). 
Let C(J) = C(J),/ J and use the “bar” convention. Let 0 = Oa(C( J)). 
We note that L, L,, S 0 and (h,,h,) _C g-lL,,g C 6 and also c = g-4,s4g E 0. 
Let (It) be the Sylow 2-subgroup of (ha4). Since the involution t, of <h) 
is not conjugate in C(J) to any involution of c, it follows from (3.5), 
C(J) = G(I;) and a n (Ii) = 1. 
It is easy to see that C&i) = C(I;, , It,*,> where (hza) is the 2’-complement 
of (h,,) and (h, , &) has odd order. The proof of [12] can now be modified 
to show that 0 has a normal subgroup R* z c.‘Jq) and R*(h, , h,,) = 0. 
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Since U&J)’ = Ud(q), it follows that (K*)’ J = K*. Let K = (K”)‘, u’e 
have K/K n /s U&q). We observe that L, Ld5 , g-lL,,g _C K. In particular, 
hi, , has , ha&,, E K. On the other hand, (h,) n K = 1. Hence / n K = 
(h;~~;,2h~,h,,)(9+l)Id where d = (q + 1, 4) and K is a nonsplitting central 
extension of K n J. The assertion that K z SU(4, q) now follows from the 
fact that the Schur multiplier of U,(q) has order d when q # 3 and order 36 
when q = 3 [6]. 
LEMMA 5.4. Using the notation of (5.3), we haoe C(tl.& = C(f). 
Proof. It suffices to show that C(t,,,,) C C(J). From (5.3), we see that K 
has two conjugacy classes of involutions in C(J) with representives t, t124j , 
and (h, , ha,) n K = 1. Since (t,, , t124j)s@slsa = (t, ~PL.&,), C(& , tia3 z 
(h, , h,, , ha,) Lxaj. On the other hand, as wt,, -ccJ) t, L(wt,,) C C(j) and by 
(4.3), (L, L(wt34)) GX X:(3, q); whence C(t,, , tpzp5) n C(J) > (h, , 1~~ , h,,) 
(:L, L(wtal)) as wt,, . t,, + t and so by (4.3) [L(wt&, L3J = 1. It follows then 
% t tm5) C C(I). F rom the conjugacy of C(t, twt,,) with C(tsj , t,.&, we 
compute that t, tt - t 30 7 45 , t34 , 5234 3 30 7 1245 t - t - are the representatives of classes 
of involutions in C(t3j , t,24j). 
Let g E C(t,,,,). Clearly t,, +ctflzas) (t12)g. Hence there is an involution 
Y E (t3Jt12)g> such that I’ E C(t3S, (t,,)“) and either rt35 - t,, and r(t,,)g Y (t12)g 
or r(t,,)g -t3; and rt35 - (t12)g. We may assume that Y is one of the above 
representatives of C(t3j , t,,,,). If Y = t,,,, , then r-t35 + t,, by (2.4) and in all 
other cases C(r, t1245) C C(j). Therefore tf2 E K from the structure of C(j) 
and so there is g’ E K such that gg’ E C(J) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let q = pf, Q a S_ylou! p-subgroup of L and r = t, t4j, or 
& . T~YZ O(C(Q) n C(Y)) h as a normal Sylow p-subgroup and a p’-comple- 
ment contained in C(t, t,,). Moreocer this Syloz~ p-subgroup has order q, q3, 
or q5 according as Y = t, t,, or t,24j . 
Proof. When Y = t, the assertions follow directly from the structure of H. 
If Y = t45 , then Q” is a Sylow p-subgroup of L, where v is the element defined 
in (5.2). Then O(C(Q) n C(Y))~ = O(C(Q) n C(t)). Again the assertions 
follow from the structure of H. 
Assume now Y = t,,,, . Let the subgroup K act naturally on a nonsingular 
hermitian vector space of dimension 4 over Fpa . L corresponds to the set of 
all unitary transformations of det 1 leaving a hyperbolic plane fixed and fixing 
pointwise its orthogonal complement. It follows from the structure of 
SL1(4, q) that X = O,(C(Q) n K) has order qj with Q C Z(X). As 
i C(t,,,,): K 1 is prime to p, X = O,(C(Q) n C(t,,,,)) and is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of O(C(Q) n C(t,,,,)). From the structure of SU(4, q), C(Q) n K is a 
semidirect product of X with a subgroup P containing L,, as normal sub- 
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group. Let P* = P(h, , hM). Then O(C(Q) n C(t,,,,) = Xp where 
p = P* n O(C(Q) n C(t,,,)). S’ mce [& , p] CL,, n Xp = 1, the asser- 
tions now follow. 
LE~VKZA 5.6. G contains a subgroup G, that is a split (B, N) pair of rank 2 
and H, C(t,,,,) are in G,, . 
Proof. Let the subgroup K of C(tl& act naturally on a nonsingular 
hermitian vector space of dimension 4 over Fclp . Then L,, corresponds to the 
set of all unitary transformations of det 1 fixing a hyperbolic plane and leaving 
the vectors of its orthogonal complement fixed. Let L, be the subgroup of K 
corresponding to the group of unitary transformations of det 1 which leaves 
invariant a totally isotropic subspace of dimension 2 containing an isotropic 
vector of the above hyperbolic plane. Thus& z SL(2, q2). From the structure 
of SU(4, q), we may choose a Sylowp-subgroup U1 of L, , ap’-complement Tr 
of Ul in NLI(W, an element rl E NL1(T1) - T,; a Sylow p-subgroup Q2 of 
L,,; a $-complement T, of Q2 in NLpJQ2) and an element r2 E NL4JTz) - T, 
such that 
(i) P = (U, , Q2) is a Sylow p-subgroup of K of order @ and P can 
be written as UlU;tQ$Q2 and OJC(Q2) n K) = U,U;2Q& 
(ii) B = N,(P) = P(T, , T2) with P n ( Tl , Tz) = 1 and (Tl , Tp> 
is abelian; 
(iii) yi E N,(T, , T,) = N, (r 1 , r2> (Tl , T,)/( Tl , Tz> is dihedral of 
order 8; 
(iv) (8, m) is a (B, N) pair for K, 
(v) tvl = t&; t,‘: = t; 
(vi) rl normalizes Up. 
Let Qr = Q:. By (v), Q1 C Lik = L. We shall now determine C(Q1). From 
the structure of H, t is in the center of C,(Qr). By (4.3) it is clear that t is not 
conjugate to another involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(Qr). It follows 
from Glauberman’s P-Theorem, C(QJ = C,(QJ O(C(QI)). Clearly 
Q1 C O(C(Qr)), whence L3450(C(Q1))/(C(Q1)) is normal in C(Qr) = 
C(Q,)!O(C(Q,)) with b 1’ a e ran factor group and 1 C(Q1): L,,, 1 is prime to p. 
Let X = O(C(Q1)). The four-group (t, ta5) acts on X and so by Brauer- 
Wielandt’s formula 
x = Cx(t) C&5) C&1245) 
We claim that C,(r) > O,(C(QJ n C(r)) for r = t, t,, , t,,,, . This is clear 
when r = t. We have O,(C(Qr) n C(t,,)) = O,(C(Q,) n C(t))T1 = Up 
where U, = Op(C(Q2) n C(t)) and is therefore a Sylow p-subgroup of Lxd5 
4W3712-10 
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with Z( Us) = Qa . As [ LTe , L] = I, [ I;TzT1, L, ] = 1. If N!Y~ p X, then C(QJ 
contains a nontrivial p-subgroup centralized by Ld5 which is a contradiction 
to the structure of C(Qr). Finally we have O,(C(Q1) n C(t,,,,)) = U1:;r;,Ta Qr . 
Since t inverts r/;UFQr (mod Q1) and t E Z(C(Q1)), therefore Uri;‘FQ1 C X. 
We claim that X has a normal @low p-subgroup and is C’,U,T1Uz. I\;ow X 
has an (t, t&-invariant Sylow p-subgroup [9, p. 2241 and this must be 
U VU? of order q’. It follows from (5.5) that it is normal in X. 11 
Let T = C(t) n C(t,,) n N(Q1) n X(Q:i”2’1) n N(QJ n N(Q3). We note 
that T is a p’-group and T normalizes C: = O,(X) Us = U1UpLT212rls as 
Ua = O&C(t) n C(Q2)). Further we compute that yi E N(T), i = I,2 using 
the fact that Qr = Q> and [Qi , r;l = 1 as Qr CL and r2 E Ld5 . Also we 
compute that ilT/T is dihedral of order 8 where N = (rl , rs) T. Let B = TL’. 
We have B n !V = T. From the structure of K and the facts r, normalizes 
c?p by (vi) and 1 = [Cr.& L’l] = [U?, L,,], we easily show that the (B, N)- 
axioms hold for the group G, = (B, X>,. 
Finally we have G,, 1 (Ua , Y,) = L,,, and whence G,, 1 L:k = L. Also 
G, 1 ( U1 , yl , Q, , ye) = K and K 1 (ha,>. These together with the facts 
that G, 3 T and T covers (he) modulo L show that G, 1 (H, C(t,,,,)>. This 
completes the proof. 
From now on until otherwise specified, rz 2 6. 
LEMMA 5.7. Denote L(u) by L,, and (L,, , L,, , L,,) by L,,% . Then 
L,,,, E SL’(4, q), <b , L,,,,) E GY4,q) and [L12, ~%,,....,l = 1. 
Proof. Let x be the element of G defined in (4.2), thus 1~ interchanges t and 
t .-zc and tn-?,n-l by conjugations; whence it normalizes C(t, ti-l,n)’ = n--l,,27 
L a1 ,,,., n-Z and C(t, W, tn--P,n-l , tn-l,n)’ which is L, ,,.,, n--3 if n 2 8. If II = 6, 
if follows (L,, , L,, , L56)2 = (L,, , L,, , LIP) and (4, , LmY1 = 
(hzjl, L,&; whence L1,,, z SU(4, q) and (hJ5 , L,,,,) z GU(4, q). If 
71 = 7, .1c normalizes L,,, . Since t,, is the unique involution in C(Ls6,) n L,,, , 
(ts,>” is the unique involution in C(L, L,,) n L,,, C (h,, , L,,) z GU(2, q). 
As ts1tj6 + t, (t&u; + t. It follows then (t.& = tA5 as ~ZL’ N Ed’ for all 
involution y E (h,, , L,,) - L,, . Similarly we show that (t& = t,, , using 
the fact tA5 E C(L, L,,) n L,,,; whence (La5 , hti)e = (C(t& n L,,)” = 
(C(t,,) n L,,J = (L,, , h,,). Therefore 
CL,, , L,, > L,, > ll,d = <L,, , L,, 3 L,s 9 hs2 = GV4,d 
and L,,,, E SU(4, q). 
Assume next n > 7. Since s normalizes L,, ,..., n--2 , (tn-3sn--2)5 =
v EL..,n--8 and trivially [v, W] = 1 = [v, tn--2,n-l]. So 
v E C(W tn--2.n-l) n L,, ,.... n-4 = (h,, , hn-3,n-2 , Ld5 .. . . . d. 
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Now there are precisely three conjugacy classes of involutions in 
x = C@, &2.n-1) fl JL....n-2 conjugate to t in G; namely those with repre- 
sentatives t,, , tJ5 , and tnmssne2 . We claim that v 7LX t45; otherwise we would 
get VW wX wta5 and by (4.2), (4.2), wtd5 + t; but VW = (tn--3,n--2tn--2,n-l)z  t. 
Similarly v -r tn-3,n-2 . Hence there exists y E X such that vu = t,, and so 
(Ln--3,n--2,n--l,n~~ = &a4 E SU(4, 4). A similar argument shows that 
if we replace y by a suitable element in yL4....,n--3 , we may suppose 
(hn-4.n-3)ry = ha5; whence <h4, &,> E GU(4,q). 
To prove the final assertion, we note that WV +G t for all involution 
v EL5.....n conjugate to t in G. Then [Lp3 , Li,+,] = 1, 5 < i < n - 1 by 
(4.3). This completes the proof. 
Remark. When n = 8 and His of even type, then the element xy of (5.7) 
below to C(t1234) - L1234L5678<h 35 , h,) and xy E C(t,J as xy normalizes 
qt, eL’, 43, > t,,)’ = L45 * 
LEMMA 5.8. Let C = (L1234L5678 , h,, , h, , xy) then n = 8 and H is of 
even type and C = L,,,L,,,... .(h,, , h,,) for all other cases. Then C = C(tl,,,). 
Proof. The result is clear if n = 6 and His of even type. We exclude this 
case. First we claim that C(ta5 , t,,,,) _C C. Let g EL,,, n N(t3, , t,,) which 
interchanges t %, t,, by conjugation. From the structure of SU(4, q), there is 
an element g’ EL,,,, that interchanges t and ts4 by conjugation. Since 
@1234)g = t1245 E <h45 , L,d and tlm SC t by W, (t1234)gg’ WI,,, . The 
conjugacy class of tlza5 separates itself into two classes in H n (L,,, , h,,) = I’ 
with representatives t1245 and wt,, . We have (tlzs4)gg’ +r tl,,,; otherwise we 
would have t45 - tlzs5, a contradiction to (2.4). Therefore (t&gg’g” = wt45 
for some suitable element g” E Y; whence C(t6 , tlzS4)gg’g” = C(t, wt,,) 
which is 6, , h,, , L,, , L,,..., .) (h,) if the case n = 8 and H of even type 
is excluded and (h,, , ha, , L,,, , Ls,...,n) (h,) is a subgroup of index 2 in 
C(t, wt45) in the exceptional case. 
We have C(t4, , tld 2 (4, , hs4 , h,,) CL, -Q L6,...,tl and in case n = 8 
and H is of even t4’pe XY E C(t,, , t,,,,) - <ho , h,, , h45) CL, L,,) L,,. . . ,n . As 
GL,,) E =J(3, Q), th e c aim 1 follows by a comparison of the orders. 
Let g E C(t,,,,). Since tC(t,,,,) + (t45)g, (t(t45)g) contains an involution 
v E C(t, (t4$) such that either tv - t and (t45)g v N (t,,)g or tv N (t,Jg and 
(t,,)g v - t. For some suitable element g’ E H; the unique involution v’ = ~9’ 
in <t(t45)gg’) is u, ta or zt, satisfying similar conjugacy conditions. We rule 
out 21’ = u as ut -H u and by the structure of C and (2.2) u + t. The 
conjugacy conditions together with (2.4) imply that we may suppose v’ = t,,,, 
or v’ = w. Hence replacing g with a suitable element in gC(t, tn,%) we can 
assume v is h4 , t1256 , t1245 , w, or wt,,t,, . 
Suppose that H is not of even type when n = 8. If v = t,,,, , 
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at = t,, +c(flas,) tds; whence we must have v(Q N (t,,)“, i.e., (tl,&Q - (t&g 
in contradiction to (2.4). Let e: = t1a5s . Because C(t,,, , t5s)’ = LI,,L,, 
when n = 6 and is Ll,,,L,L,,...s, when n 3 8 whereas C(t,,,, , t,,)’ = 
G L23) -L...,n . It follows that tss +C(f1134) (t&)8. This forces ts6 = 
a -C(tl*zr) t, a contradiction to (2.4) in view of our exclusion of the case 
n = 8 and H of even type. If z! = tlza5 , then by the first part of our proof, 
(t&J E G as C(& , t,,,,) is conjugate in C to C(t,, , t,,,). If e = w, (t&g E C 
as w mC t and H n C(t,,) C C. Finally if z’ = wt,,t,, , et mc tas and again 
(tJs)a E c. As t Wc(t 
c --L123&%...* 
J231) tds and ts, +c(t,,s,) tds and all involutions in 
conjugate to t are already conjugate in C to tas , there 
exists an element h E C such that gh E H n C(t,,,,). Since H n C(t,,,,) C C, 
g E C and so C = C(t,,). 
Now let n = 8 and H of even type. Since C(t,, , tlz3J is conjugate to 
C(t, wt,,), we see that D = C - C* contains an involution r? with 
<L, L,,:, Fj = L,,, where C* = (L, L,,) L,;, (h, , h,, , h,, , h,,). 
Since C contains H n C(t,,,,) and C(t,, , t,,,,), a usual argument shows 
that C(z’) n C contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z’, tl& as C(.a’) n C 
either contains a conjugate of t in C or oft,, in C for all involution z’ E C. It 
follows by a comparison of these Sylow 2-subgroups that o’ is not conjugate 
in C(t,,,,) to any involution in C *. Therefore, C(t,,,,) contains a subgroup C 
of index 2 not containing V’ by Thompson fusion lemma. Let g* E C. 
Then tg* +c t,,; otherwise we would get to”’ = t if we replace g* by some 
suitable element in g*L,,,4L,,,,(h,, ha,>. So g*a’ E H n C(t,,,) C c, a 
contradiction since o’ $ C. We can now apply the same proof as for other 
cases and get that C = C(t,,,,). 
The rest of this section is devoted to a construction of a subgroup GO which 
is isomorphic to a section of Gll(n, 4). For this, we need to introduce further 
notation for certain subgroups of H. 
We now identify AZ as the special unitary group acting on the hermitian 
space t-’ spanned by {~a , et, ,..., v,}. Recall that the matrix of the hermitian 
form relative to the above basis is the identity matrix. We shall now choose 
another basis {~a’, zll’ ... vn’> such that <&+, 9 v;li+& = (vzr+l, vpi+Z), 
1 < i < [n - 2121, the greatest integer less than or equal to n - 2/2 and the 
matrix of the hermitian form when restricted to (z&+, , &+s> is 
0 1 ( 1 1 0 
If n is odd, let 0,’ = v, . Note that Zli’, 3 < i < 2[n/2], are isotropic vectors; 
both (r&+, / 1 < i < [n - 2/2]) and (r&+, ( 1 < i < [n - 2/2]> are maxi- 
mal totally isotropic subspaces and the hermitian form on V’ sets up a duality 
between them. Therefore there is a subgroup Li of M whose restrictions on 
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C&i+, 9 vii+& and (v;i+z 9 v;i+J are isomorphic to SL(2, p*); Li fixes all 
other v~‘. Let L,-, denote L,-l,, if n is even and Lnm2 denote Ln-2,n--l,la if n 
is odd. We remark that Li,i+l acts on (vi’, v~,,) and fixes all other vi’. 
Let 3 < i, j < n - 1 and i, j odd integers. We have (Li , Lj) g SL(3, q*) if 
Ii-j;=2 withifn-l#jforevennandi#n-2#jforoddn; 
[Li,Lj] = 1 if Ii-j1 24 
<L-3 9 L-1) E SU(4, Q) when n is even; 
G-4 , L-2) = S~V,q) when n is odd. 
By our choice of Li , it is possible to choose a Sylow p-subgroup Ui of Li; 
a p’-complement T, of N,{l;‘i); an element ri of order 4 in hT,{TJ - Ti 
such that U* = <Vi [ 3 <‘i < n - 1, i odd) is a Sylow p-subgroup of AZ; 
T* = ( Ti 1 3 < i < n - 1, i odd) is a p’-complement of NLw(U*); 
ri E N,w(T*); ri2 E T*; (Y~Y~)~ s 1 (mod T*) if (Li , Lj) z SL(3, q*); 
rirj z rjyi (mod T*) if [Li , Lj] = 1 and (riri)* E 1 (mod T*)for the remain- 
ing cases. In other words, B* = U*T*, N* = (yi j 3 < i ,< n - 1, i odd) T* 
form a (B, N) pair for M with riT* as fundamental reflections of the Weyl 
group N*/T*. 
For n = 6 or 7, in addition to above relations, we may further choose C5 
such that Qs = Z( Us) CL s6; y5 EL,, and (tw)+s = t,, . Let Q3 = Qp CL,, . 
We also have 
U* = CT (-,l’sU’sU . 
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T* = C(t,) n C(t,,) n N(Q3) n N(Q:“-“j’“) n N(QJ n IV(@) n M; (**) 
OD(CM(Q3)) = U3UpUp; [Y5, u,71 = 1; r3 EN(q); 
T*CN(U,) n N(Up) n N(Up) n N(U,). 
LEMMA 5.9. Let n = 6 OY 7. Then G,, = (Li,i+l, h, 1 1 < i < n - 1) is 
a split (B, N) pair of rank 3. Moreover H and C(t,,) are contained in GO . 
Proof. Let x be an element of G that interchanges t and t5, by conjugation; 
whence by (2.1), x normalizes L, or L,,, according as n = 6 or n = 7. Since 
L, and L,,, has only one class of involutions, we may suppose (t,)” = t3* 
by replacing x with a suitable element in XL=, in the case n = 7, if necessary. 
Since C(t,,,) contains the unique normal subgroup L1234 isomorphic to 
SU(4, q), we easily see that L345, = (h,,,)” and L12= = (LMS8)z. Let 
r, = x+,x; r/: = U;l’a and Qr = Q;1+3. We have (t=)+ = t and r,s = tlsN 
and so Q$C (L& = L. Since Y, E LMS8, it follows [Q;1, r3] = 1 and in 
particular (Q2)‘3 = Q? = Q1 . 
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Let Q-b = Q?; Qe3 = pj and Q-1 = Q23. We note that Qs5 CL,,; 
Q~~L,andQ*l~L.Let T=C(t 9 t isa > td n WQd n WQi4 n WQzd 
which is an abelian group mod L. Since [LIP= , Ljs] = 1 by (5.8) we easily 
show that r, , y3, y5 permutes the set Sz = {t, ts4 , tj, , Q*1; Q&s; Qb5} by 
conjugation and that ri2, (rl~3)3, (r3r4)4, [r 1 , rJ are the identity permutations 
on Sz. Hence N/T is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of the Coxeter 
group of type B, . As (I~, r3) T/T and (r3, r5) T/T are dihedral of order 6 
and 8, respectively, we easily conclude that N/T is isomorphic to the Coxeter 
group of type B, . 
We are interested next in C(Q1). F rom the structure of H, the involutions 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(Q1) all 1 ie in (t) S where S is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of M. Let g E C(Qr) - H and suppose tg E (t) S. By (4.3), either 
(L, L(P)) g SU(3, q) or [L, L(P)] = 1. In either case, Q1g # Qr , a contra- 
diction since g E C(Qr). Therefore, t is not conjugate in C(QJ to another 
involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(Qr). By Glauberman’s P-theorem 
C(QJ = Ccto,(t) O(C(Q1)). Let X = C(Qr). Since (t, t& acts on O(X), 
Brauer-Wielandt’s formula implies that 
O(X) = Co(x)(t) Cow(t34) Codt,234)* 
We claim that 0,(X n C(V)) 2 O(X) where w E (t, t34)#. This is clear 
when v = t. Let X = X/O(X) = iz; and is isomorphic to an extension of 
SU(4, q) [resp. SU(5, q)] by a #-group when n = 6 [resp. n = 71. Since 
C~(t,,,,) = Cx(t,,) = C,(t,,), it follows from the structures of SU(4, q), 
SU(5, q), Cx(t3J does not contain nontrivial normal p-subgroups; whence 
0,(X n C(o)) C O(X), z’ = t,, or t1234 . We also claim that 0(X n C(v)) 
contains a $-complement in C(t, t&. This is clear when o = t. We have 
O(C(Qr) n C(tJ) = (O(C(Q3) n C(t))“. Therefore, from the structure of 
H, a $-complement of O(C(Q1) n C(t,,)) is contained in C(t, t,,). The case 
‘L’ = t,,,, follows from the structure of C(t,,,). 
Let S by Sylow p-subgroup of O(X) invariant under the four-group 
(t, ta4). As above, we have C,(V) > 0,(X n C(V)) for w E (t, ts4)#, and so 
where 
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We get the last equality by using (5.8) and the fact (L3458)rlT3 = &a4 . As 
W(QJ n C(V)> 2 W(QJ n C(v), v E (t, tM)* and each of the earlier 
group has a $-complement in C(t, taJ. It follows then S is normal in O(X), 
i.e., S = O,(X). In particular, G = O,(C(QJ) U* is ap-group. [See (**) for 
notation.) Thus 
CT = O,(C(Qd OD(C(Q3) n 4 WC(Q5) nL5....,J 
where 
It is now easy to see that T normalizes C and there fore 23 = TU is a group. 
The rest of the proof is devoted to showing that G, = (B, N) is a split 
(B, N) pair of rank 3 and G,, Z? H, C(t,,,,). To check the (B, N) axioms, we 
exhibit the actions of Y 1 , r, , yj by conjugation on the following subgroups in 
a table. 
In constructing the table, we use the relations (T~Y~)~ = 1 = [rl , rs] 
(mod T); bL231 ~~5.....n1 = L T normalizes each of the above subgroups 
by (**). 
We now show that r~i+.lLi,i+lrzi+l C B u Br,,+lUzi+1 , 0 < i < 2 where 
i7 = Lr2’3. When i = 1, 2, this follows from the structure of JK Since 
(ri)rr”‘s = ri (mod T) and T normalizes Us , it follows r,U,r, s (Y~U~Y~)QQ _C 
(T v TU3r3 U3)rlr, C B v Br U . 
Next we show that (~ra~~J~~i+l = (U,,+Jwo where zzO = (r,r,~,)~ = 
(Y~~,Y,)~ = (Y,~,Y,)~. This follows from the different expressions for ru, and 
from the actions of yi on U. For each i > 0, let U--(fifl) = (U,,+JW Then 
we claim U”. - U2i+l for i > 0, w E 1L’ and some integer i. Evidently, it 2r?-1 - 
suffices to prove the claim when w = Y, , r, or r, . Since w,T E Z(N/T), this 
follows easily from the table that we have constructed. 
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Finally to check the (B, N) axioms, it is enough to show that 
r2i+1Uai+lw C BwB u BQ(+~wB, o<i<2 
and w E IV. If (Uai,i+l)” C U, then we are done. So suppose (Usi+r)” c U, i.e., 
(Us&’ = Uaj+, , 2j + 1 < 0. Then ( U2i+l)rzi+ltc = U2; = ( l.Jz(+~)~~o C U 
because we2 E T and w,T E Z(N/T). Thus 
Therefore G, is a split (B, N) pair. The rest of the assertions follow as in (5.6) 
LEMMA 5.10. Let n > 8. Then G contains a subgroup GO such that 
GO = (h,) G,,’ and G,,’ is a homomorphic mage of SU(n, q). Moreover GO 2 H, 
C(bd 
Proof. Let x be an element of G that interchanges t and t,, by conjuga- 
tion; whence x normalizes La,, ,..., ra by (2.1). As Lx,* ,..., n contains only one 
class of involutions conjugate to t in G, we may suppose t& = t, . Then as 
in (5.Q haa4 = (L3458)r178r5 where ri = ~-4s~ and because [rs , L,,,,J = 1 
by (5.8). Let L, =(Lg)~lr3r5. We note that (LJrlr~S5 = Lprs = L, as [rl , L5] = 1 
by (5.8). It follows (L, , Lx) = (L3, Lg)r1+s15 E SL(3, 42). Further 
[L, , Lzi+l] = 1 for all i > 1 by (5.8). W e may now apply Curtis’ Theorem [5] 
to get that (Li ] 1 < i < n - 1, i odd) is a homomorphic image of Srr(n, q). 
Since Llsa4 = <L ,La3 , W, G* = (Ljj-1 I i d j < n - 1) 2 Ll,,, and 
since ho E C(Z(Lj,j+l)) = C(tjj+l), we see that h, normalizes G*. Therefore 
G,, = G*(h,) is a group and clearly G* = G,,‘. The rest of the assertion 
follow as in (5.6). 
5.1. THEOREM D. Let G satisfy assumption (D). Then G = GO of 
(5.6), (5.9), and (5.10). M oreover (iii) of the Main Theorem holds for G. 
Proof. Let g E G. Since t +c (tlaa4)g = t’, there exists an involution 
v E (tt’) such that either vt - t and vt’ N t’ or ot N t’ and wt’ N t. If we 
replace g by a suitable element in gH, we may suppose v = tA , xt, or u. We 
rule out the case v = u immediately as ut N u and C,(u) contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to SL(n - 2/2, q2) and u is neither conjugate to t nor to tlaa4 by 
(2.2) and (5.7). The conjugacy conditions imply that w = w, t,, or t,,,, . In 
all cases, we have (t&g E G, . 
Because G,, > H and all conjugates of t in G,, are already conjugate in G, . 
We can now apply the argument of (3.7) to show that tlaa4 are already con- 
jugate in G, to (t,,,,)g. It follows from C(t,,,) C GO that g E G, . Therefore 
Go = G. 
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The last assertion easily follows from (5.10) and Theorem C of [7]. 
Remark. We may avoid using Theorem C of [7] by showing that G, of 
(5.6) and (5.9) h as a unique multiplication table. 
6. GROUPS OF TYPE E 
In view of (3.1), (3.8), (4.2), and (5.11), it remains to consider the case 
12 = 8, either t,=,, or zt,,, fuses with t and also t is conjugate to t,, in G. Let 
w E {ta345 , zt,,,} such that w wG t. We are assuming also q > 3. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a group satisfying the above conditions. Then q = 7 
and 1 Z* 1 = 8. 
Proof. Let x be an element of G that interchanges L and L,, by conjuga- 
tion and whence normalizes L,, . As L,, s SU(4, q) and because L,,, has 
only one class of noncentral involutions, we may suppose x normalizer L,, , 
L 45, and L,, . [As in (4.2), we show that x-l&,,, = w and x-lwx = t,, .] 
Denote L(w) by L, . We then have (L2 , L&* = (L,, , Ljs) and is isomorphic 
to SU(3, q). 
BY (4.2), wb , wt,, , Wt,, , Wt,, are not conjugate to t in G. So by (4.3), 
[L2 , LJ = [L, , La51 = [L, , La71 = [L, , L,,] = 1. Hence, according to the 
terminology of [15], G, = (M, L, L,) is a group of type EB generated by 
SU(3, q)‘s. In fact it is universal since if 3 divides q + 1, M contains a central 
element of order 3. From the structure of G,, , C = Cc,(t&,t7,) contains a 
subgroup L*M such that L* n M = (t&t,,); [L*, M] = 1 and 
L* s SU(2, q). By comparing the structure of CGJL7,) n C with CG(L7,), 
we conclude that L* = L and in particular L C G, . 
Also from the structure of G, , we can choose elements h, EL, and h, EL 
of order qfl such that K=(h 1, a, rz+l / 3 <i < 7) is abelian and h h.,. 
such that (h&2 = h;1h,,(h,5)2 (h56)3 (h,7)2 h,, and Kc (h, , h,,i+, ) 1 < i < 7). 
We now look at the inverse image of K in H*. Choosing representatives 
hc*(hF+*,,)-l for hieill and h, = (hl*(h2*)-l}m m some integer. Since h, acts as 
an outer automorphism on L, we may assume that a representative of h* of 
h, lies in {[hi*(h~+l)-1]1+2”) mod <hjv(hi*,,)-l 1 i = 1, 2, 3,4,..., 7). The map 
h* ++ ab where h*(w,) = ae, and h*(o,) = bu, is an isomorphism from (h*) 
onto the subgroup of order q J- 1 in the multiplicative group pQt . It follows 
then from the equation 
hL2 = h;1h,(h,5)2 (h5,)’ (h,,)’ hi, 
that O(h,) = q + 1 = 2 . (I Z* l/2) where ! 2” / divides (q f 1, 8). Since we 
are assuming q > 3, q is then equal to 7 and 1 .Z’* 1 = 8 completing the proof. 
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LEMMA 6.2. We may suppose O(h,) is odd. 
Proof. From the structure of G,, = {M, L, L,), there are two classes of 
involutions with representatives t and tlaaa . t1aa4 is in the center of a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G, . 
Let G = G,,(h,). Clearly G is a subgroup and Co(t) C G. Moreover any 
two involutions conjugate to t in G which lie in G are already conjugate in G. 
It. follows then a Sylow 2-subgroup of G! is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
We have already shown that t, is not conjugate to t in G if it exists. We 
claim it is not conjugate to tlasl . Suppose the contrary. Then we have an 
2-element x $ H normalizing a Sylow 2-subgroup S of CH(fl) and we may 
suppose t E S. It follows then P E G,, and so x E G. This is a contradiction 
since t, +c: t,,,, . By (3.6), it follows that we may assume O(h,) is odd. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let a = a,a, where a4 EL,, , a6 EL,, and O(aJ = 4. The 
centralizers Cc(a) and Co(t,,,, , t,,,,) are contained in e. 
Proof. Since t,,,, N i&, , we shall prove that C,(a) C G by replacing 
a by ala, where a, EL,, , a3 EL,, and O(a,) = O(a,) = 4. Obviously 
C = Co(a) C CG(tlPsJ and t +o (tr5)” a rh ere x E C since t,, + (t1,35)z. Hence 
there exists an involution v E (t(tJ5)5) n C&t, t&) such that either ct h t and 
v(t45)” N (t,,,>” or at N (ta5)2 and v(t&” m t. Bv considering the conjugacy 
classes of involutions in C,(t, t,,,,), vve easily verify that either v ho t, or 
7%234 -c t or the above conjugacy conditions are violated except in the case 
v = t3,5, or tless . In these exceptional cases, we find then there is an element 
y of order 4 in (t(t& which conjugates t to tj3 (resp. t,,) and t,, to t,, (resp. 
t,,). This element maps a to alyasy and so ay f a, a contradiction. Therefore 
in all cases, we obtain that (t& E G. Hence x E G and C,(a) C G. 
Next set D = CC(t456, , 3453 t ) and assume that a is as defined in the state- 
ment of the lemma. Let B = D,/(t,,, , t3& and we shall use the bar con- 
vention. Note that C,(t,,, , t3,,,) = (h, , h,, , hje) K where K = 
(L,, , L,, , L(wt&, L,, , L,,) and K is isomorphic to Spin+(8, q). \Ve choose a 
Sylow 2-subgroup S of K such that (h,, , h,,) S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
D n G. t31 is not conjugate to an involution in (h& S, otherwise they would 
have been conjugate in e. Hence we conclude by (3.6) that D contains a 
normal subgroup Dl complemented by (h,,) and similarly D, contains a 
normal subgroup D, complemented by (h,,) and D, 1 K. In E, there are 
four classes of involutions with representatives i, Z, 6, E where b = b,b, and 
c = c3ce; b,c, E L3,,; b, E Ld5 , cg EL,, , O(b,) = O(Q) = 4. Since a, 6, c are 
conjugate in G (in fact, in (L,, , L,, , L,, , L(w), L), it is now easy to see that 
Da = R since N(t, t,,,, , t3& and N(z, tG6, , tMs3) are in G where z = a, 
b or c. This completes the proof. 
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6.4. THEOREM E. Let G be a group satisfying the assumptions stated at 
the beginning of Section 6. Then 022’(G)/02,,(G) s 2E6(72). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that G = G. We first show that C = 
Cc(t,,& C G. Obviously t +c (tas>” for any x in C. Then there exists 
an involution v E (t(t,p) n C(t, (t&) such that either ct N t and 
v(t& - (t& or ot -(t& and w(t& N t. We verify that either v mG t, 
or vt wG t or z N tuss or the above conjugacy conditions are violated. Since 
(t12,, , tad - <t4567 , t2d, we get that G(t12d C e in all cases. 
Now it is easy to see that G = G since G has exactly two classes of involu- 
tions not fused in G and the centralizer of any involution in G is contained 
in G. 
Remark. The method of this section can be easily modified to provide a 
characterization of 2E&2), q odd and q > 3 in terms of the centralizer of a 
noncentral involution. 
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